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Synopsis 
The motion of an elastically bound particle, linearly coupled with a bath of N 

harmonic oscillators is calculated exactly. The interaction is assumed to be rather 
weak and to vary slowly as function of the frequencies of the oscillators. The bath is 
chosen at the initial time in thermal equilibrium. It turns out that in the limit N -+ CO 
the motion of the particle is governed by the Langevin equation of the damped har- 
monic oscillator. The solution of this Langevin equation has the same behaviour as 
in the conventional theory of Brownian motion after a transient time 7t. In the 
quantummechanical case an additional transient time appears, 7q = fi/kT. 

The theory is applied to an elastically bound electron in an electromagnetic field. 
Two cases are considered. First the square of the vector potential is discarded and the 
electron has an extended charge distribution. In the other case a point electron is 
considered and its mass is renormalized. The familiar expression for the radiation 
damping constant is found. 

1. Introduction. In this paper some fundamental aspects of the Brownian 

motion are discussed. The main problem is under which conditions a parti- 
cle, embedded in a large system, exhibits irreversible behaviour like a 
Brownian particle, although the equations of motion of the whole system 
are reversible. Directly connected with this problem is the foundation of 

the Langevin equation. 
The following assumptions concerning the system, we will study, are 

made. 
1. The system consists of a “central” harmonic oscillator and a bath of 

“small” oscillators. The central oscillator, which plays the role of the 
Brownian particle (b.p.), is linearly coupled with the small oscillators, 
which are not coupled among each other (sect. 2). The equations of motion 
of this many-particle system are exactly solvable so that one does not need 
to rely on perturbation theory (sect. 3 and 4). Thus there will be no question 
whether the irreversibility is due to the application of perturbation theory 
or to the properties of the system. 

2. The number of the small oscillators is chosen infinitely large. This 
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ensures that the initial energy of the central oscillator diffuses through the 
bath and will not come back to the b.p. within a finite time. 

3. At the initial time the bath of small oscillators is chosen in thermal 
equilibrium with a temperature T, so that the initial correlation between 
the small oscillators vanishes. 

4. The interaction between the b.p. and the small oscillators is weak and 
varies slowly as a function of the frequency of the small oscillators. In 
actual physical systems the interaction is indeed almost constant for a long 
range of the spectrum. 

Owing to the exact knowledge of the time evolution only averaging over 
the ensemble is needed at the initial time, in contrast to derivations for 
more general systems where one has to apply repeated averaging. 

The following results are obtained. In the calculations of the time evo- 
lution the existence of a transient time appears (sect. 5). This is the analogue 
of the collision time for a b.p. (sect. 7). Within this transient time a simple 
equation of motion for the b.p. does not exist. For larger times the motion 
of the b.p. is governed by the Langevin equation of the harmonic oscillator 
(sect. 9). An exact expression for the stochastic force is given. The auto- 
correlation time of this term appears to be equal to the transient time, as 
expected (sect. 10). The consequences of the Langevin equation are com- 
pared with the results given by Ulhenbeck and Ornsteinr) (sect. 11). 

In the quantummechanical case there exists besides the transient time, 
mentioned above, a quantumstatistical transient time fi/kT, which does not 
depend on the interaction. One might expect that in the case of Brownian 
motion this time has to be small compared to the times of variation in the 
system, like the oscillation time and relaxation time of the b.p. It can be 
shown however that it is sufficient if #i/kT is small compared to the relax- 
ation time. This justifies the conclusion that Brownian motion can also 
exist in really quantummechanical cases (sect. 11). 

The theory is illustrated by two examples. In both an electron is in 
interaction with the electromagnetic field. Furthermore electric dipole ap- 
proximation is applied. In the first one (sect. 6) the square of the vector 
potential is neglected and for the electron a special but reasonable charge 
distribution is chosen. Then it is easy to demonstrate the discussed 
effects. 

The other one is more realistic (sect. 13). Now the square of the vector 
potential is not discarded. Moreover, the mass of the electron is renormal- 
ized and the electron is chosen as a point charge. By an appropriate choice 
of the observables one can deduce a Langevin equation which leads to 
Brownian motion (sect. 14). Here, in addition to the transient effect a long 
time effect appears which, however, does not influence significantly the 
results. 

In a following paper the Fokker-Planck equation and the master 
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equation are derived for our model. Furthermore, the validity of Nyquist’s 
theorem will be investigated. As a third example the theory will also be 
applied to a linear chain with a heavy mass, which has already been 
discussed with respect to the irreversibility by Hemmers), Rubins), 
Turnerd) and Meixners) by means of another method. It will be shown 
that the motion of the heavy mass is governed by a Markoff process only 
during a finite time interval. This interval will be calculated. 

Todae) 7) discussed also Brownian motion by considering an oscillator in 
interaction with a bath of oscillators. He applied perturbation theory and 
chose the bath at every time in equilibrium. Mazur and Montroll*), and 
Kogureg) 10) showed the irreversible behaviour of a particle that is coupled 
with a bath of oscillators. Transient and quantummechanical effects were 
not discussed. M azur and B r au n 11) discussed the motion of a heavy mass in 
a generalized crystal. They assumed that the frequency distribution of the 
normal modes does not vanish for the zero frequency. This assumption is, 
as their method, rather different from ours. 

2. Hamiltonian. The system consists of the “central” harmonic oscillator 
and N “small” harmonic oscillators. Its Hamiltonian is given by 

where Q and qla represent the coordinates, P and $J, the canonical conjugate 
momenta, Ino and mOn the frequencies and .e% the coupling constants. 

At this stage it will not be specified whether the system is classical or 
quantummechanical because the transformation of the Hamiltonian to 
normal modes and the solution of the equations of motion in both cases 
are formally equal. This distinction becomes important at a later stage 
when we apply statistical mechanics. Then we shall take into account this 
difference. 

When using this Hamiltonian one has to convince oneself that the 
Hamiltonian is positive definite, otherwise self-accelerating solutions might 
appear. A criterion for positive definiteness will be given later. 

The main purpose is to obtain information about the behaviour in time 
of the central oscillator as a consequence of the interaction with the small 
oscillators. Hence most calculations are concerned with the time evolution 
of P and Q. The reason for the choice of the Hamiltonian (1) is not only 
that it is appropriate for exact calculations but is also important from a 
physical point of view. In the theory of solids often quadratic Hamiltonians 
are considered. The Hamiltonian of an electron in interaction with the 
electric dipole waves of the electromagnetic field is also quadratic. This 
system will be discussed in the sects. 6 and 13. 
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3. Formal solution. of the equations of motion. Since the Hamiltonian (1) 
is quadratic both in coordinates and in momenta the equations of motion 
can be solved exactly. First the Hamiltonian is transformed to normal 

modes. This is rather easy because the coordinates and momenta are not 
mixed. The canonical transformation is written as*) 

Q = E Xovqi, P = I2 Xovp:, 
Y Y 

qn = C X*flL, pn = C Xnvp:, 
(3) 

Y Y 

which transforms the terms, involving q’s, to a diagonal form. Inserting 
the eqs. (3) into eq. (1) and applying the orthonormality properties of the 
transformation one finds (cf. next section) 

H = fr Z (P:” + s,2q:2), 
Y 

(4) 

where sy are the eigenfrequencies. For sy we will derive in the next section 

a secular equation. From the Hamiltonian (4) follows 

q;(t) = q;(o) cos s,t + p:(o) zsF, 

P:(t) = -do) sy sin s,t + p:(O) cos s,t. 

The inverse transformation reads 

q: = XO~Q + C Xndn, 

9: = X08 + i Xnvpn. 
n 

Using the eqs. (5) and (6) one may write for eq. (3) 

Q(t) = A(t) Q(o) + A(t) P(O) + C {An(t) qn(0) + An(t) Pn(O)}, 

qnb(t) = A,(t) Q(o) + Am(t) P(O) 1; I: {An,(t) qn(0) + Anm(t) pn(O)}, 
71 

while the momenta are given by 

dQ (4 
P(t) = 7 9 

dqn(t) 
p,(t) = dt-. 

(5) 

(6) 

(7) 

(8) 

*) In the following we write 

C for : and C for : . 
Y v=o 1L n=1 
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Here the following abbreviations are used 

A P) = 2 X&s;l sin s,t, 
Y 

A,(t) = x ~~~~~~~~~ sin s,t, 
Y 

(9) 

Anm(t) = x XnvXnzvs;’ sin s,t. 
Y 

In the quantummechanical case Q(t), P(t), qn(t) and p,(t) represent Heisen- 
berg operators. Hence both in the quantummechanical case and in the 
classical case the problem is reduced to the calculation of A(t), An(t) and 

A.,(t). 
From the orthonormality relations it follows immediately that 

A(0) = 0, A(O) = 1, A(0) = 0, 

A&) = 0, An(O) = 0, An(O) = 0, 

A.,(O) = 0, &??&(O) = &7&> &&m(O) = 0, 

(6,, is the Kronecker symbol), which agrees with the eqs. (7). 

4. Eigenvalue problem. In order to write eq. (1) as a sum of Hamiltonians 
of uncoupled oscillators one has to solve the eigenvalue problem 

vxy = 2,x,, 
where 

v= 

sz; El . , . En 

El 4 
* 0 I 

I 
and Xy = 

-0 * 

xor 
Xl, 

Xny 

(10) 

(11) 

En : I 0; 

The matrix X = (X0, . . . , X,) transforms V to the diagonal form Z, 

x-rvx = z, 
with 

z= 

20 0 

0 ZN 

The transformations of the coordinates and momenta are then given by the 
eqs. (3) and (6). The frequencies sy of the normal modes follow from s,” = zy. 
In the following we will see that all zy are different. This ensures that the 
matrix X is orthonormal after normalization of the eigenvectors. From eq. 
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(10) we extract the equations 

Q&V + 2 enX?W = &X0”, 
m 

(12) 

EnXOI + w;x,y = XyXn;*. 

From eq. (13) follows 

x,, = E&V - &$-r XOV. 

Inserting eq. (14) into eq. (12) one finds the secular equation 

Q; + r, && - e$-r = zy. 
71 

(13) 

(14) 

(15) 

The secular equation can be written as 

G(z) = 0, 

where 
(16) 

G(z) = z - Q; - z ef(z - o;)-1. (17) 
9% 

According to eq. (14) the normalization condition of the eigenvectors reads 

(1 + 2 &i(Zy - WpJ) *xi, = 1; 
7% 

and in terms of G(z) 

(18) 

To get a survey of the solutions of eq. (16) in fig. 1 the graphs are drawn 

Fig. 1. xc, $(z - 0:)-1 and z - Qg are plotted as functions of z. The abcissae of the 
points of intersection of both graphs give the solutions of G(Z) = 0. 
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for the functions z - Qi and & E~(Z - e&-i. The abcissae of the points 
of intersection of both these graphs give the eigenvalues zy. From this 
picture it is immediately clear that the eigenvalues are different and that 
one zy lies between each pair of successive u$. Moreover ZN > I& and 
za < WT. The smallest eigenvalue can be both positive and negative, de- 

’ pending on the sign of Qi - & e,mc), -2. Clearly all sy must be real to prevent 
the existence of self-accelerating solutions. Therefore we require 

1;2; - z E&,2 3 0. (19) 

This is the criterion for positive definiteness of the Hamiltonian, mentioned 
in sect. 2. For convenience we will consider systems for which the left hand 
side is positive. In the special case of crystals the left hand side will be zero. 
This is due to the fact that the Hamiltonian is invariant for translations in 
space. In a following paper we will study as an example the linear chain 
with one heavy mass. 

5. CuZcuZation of A(t) and A(t). A(t), as given by eq. (9) represents a 
uniformly almost periodic function (cf. Besicovi t chrz)). Consequently 
for any E > 0 one can find a time T > 0 such that any interval of length T 
contains at least one translation time 7. These translation times are defined by 

sup JA(t + T) - A @)I < E. (20) 
-oO<l<oO 

Hence the time T plays, roughly spoken, the role of the period of A(t) and 
can be compared with the Poincare recurrence time. This last one is defined 
as the time in which a dynamical system recurs within a desired degree of 
accuracy. In the given system this period tends to infinity if the distance 
between the frequencies sy tends to zero. 

The sums (9) will now be calculated by contour integration. It is more 
convenient to carry out the procedure for A(t) than for A (t). Applying the 
theorem of Cauchy one derives from the eqs. (9) and (18) the expression 

cos dZt 

G(z) dzJ 
C 

(21) 

where the contour C encircles the positive part R+ of the real axis in the 
z-plane. In this way it is possible to profit from the fact that the frequencies 
wn, and consequently the frequencies sy are lying dense. We will calculate 
A(t) in the limit of a continuous spectrum. This approximation implies that 
one neglects the detailed structure of the spectrum and that the Poincare 
period is considered infinitely large. Therefore, this approximation will be 
only valid for times t which satisfy the condition 

t < Min(s,+l - s&l. (22) 

The values of G(z) on a contour C, that lies at a distance from R+, large 
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compared to the mutual distances of the poles of G-r(z), will not be changed 
strongly if the poles of G-l(z) are gathered up in a cut along R+. In this 
approximation G(z) reads 

00 

G(z) = z - Qf - s zp;2 &,_,, (23) 
0 

with a cut along R+. The strength function y(o) is defined by 

y(0) Ll0J = x Ei. (24) 
w<o,<w+Aw 

It may be remarked that many systems correspond to the same strength 
function. Hence if the detailed structure of the spectra and binding forces 
is neglected many systems will behave identically for times much shorter 
than the Poincare period. In the limit of a dense spectrum the condition 
(19) reads 

s Y(W) ?dw <Q;. (25) 
0 

Because of the existence of the cut G(z) is not analytic inside the contour. 
We contract the contour on both sides along R+. To ensure G(z) takes 
limiting values G+(x) and G-(x) at the edges of R+ we assume that y(m) 
satisfies the Holder condition on R+ (cf. Muskhelishvilirs)) : 

Ir(o2) - y(w)1 G A lm2 - wp, w, 2 E .R+, (26) 

where A and p represent positive constants, 0 < ,u < 1. From a physical 
point of view it is a reasonable condition: y(o) must be continuous, but its 
differentiability is not required; e.g. the frequency distributions with cusps, 
which one encounters in the theory of crystals satisfy the Holder condition. 
Contraction of the contour yields 

m 

cos &t dx, (27) 
0 

where 

G*(x) = x - ii?: + P r WE’! x do &- in -$$- . (28) 

0 

P / means the principal value of the integral. Choosing s = 1/x as a new 
integration variable one gets 

A(t) = f 
y(s) cos st ds 

(29) 
o {ss - In; + P~y(o)(d - 9)-l dW}s + 7c2s-sy2(s)/4 * 
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As a consequence of the condition (25) ~2y(o) tends to zero for o -+ co. 
In addition we have to assume that CK~~(CU) varies slowly in the neighbour- 
hood of w N L?e. This is a reasonable assumption from a physical point of 
view: indeed, if the interaction between the central oscillator and the small 
ones would vary very strongly then unusual physical behaviour would have 
to be expected. Under these conditions A(t) is approximately given by 

where 

n 
r = 4 sz,2y(Qo), q = f2; - s cr2y(w) do. 

A(t) = + r 1 s2 cos st 

(s2 - $)2 + 4r2s2 dsp 
0 

(31) 
0 

This approximation is valid for t much larger than a certain transient time 
it. The inverse of it equals roughly the length of the region of the frequency 
spectrum along which w-2y(o) is almost constant. This is shown in app. A 
and illustrated for an example in sect. 6. Putting 

J-J; = L?2 + r2, (32) 

contour integration yields 

A (t) = e+ (cos Qt - (T/Q) sin Qt), 

From this expression it is readily verified that 

t > 7t. (33) 

A’(t) + 2rA(t) + S;A (t) = o, t > 7t. (34) 

Assuming the bath of small oscillators is at t = 0 in thermal equilibrium, 
one has both in the classical and in the quantummechanical case 

<&S(O)> = 0, <P%(O)> = o*). (35) 

Inserting eq. (35) into eq. (7) one finds with eq. (34) the equation of a 
damped linear oscillator, 

<ii> + 2r<Q> + f-J;<Q> = 0, t > 7t. (36) 

On replacing 4-%~2~-2y2(s) by 4r2s2 in the calculation of A(t) we have 
neglected poles of the integrand. This has the consequence that eq. (33) is 
only valid for t > Tt. This transient time Tt can be compared with the 
collision time in ordinary Brownian motion. In a specific model this will be 
further clarified (cf. sect. 7). Thus it has been shown that the correct 
behaviour of <P> and <Q> can be found by solving eq. (36), provided t > Tt. 

In the quantummechanical case eq. (36) represents an operator equation 

*) ( > meant averaging over a canonical ensemble of the bath of small oscillators. 
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in the Hilbert space which corresponds to the central oscillator. <Q(t)> and 
<P(t)> are Heisenberg operators which are obtained by averaging the oper- 
ators Q(t) and P(t) of eq. (7) over the canonical ensemble of the small 
oscillators. To get in addition expectation values one must replace Q(0) 
and P(0) by Tr(pQ) and Tr(pP) when p represents an arbitrary density 
operator p(P, Q), giving the initial state of the central oscillator. 

In app. B A n(t) is calculated in a similar way as A (t), 

-+ 

An(t) = s SC 1 1 

c_o - G+(G) > 

et& 

9 - co; s ds + 
-=+ 

e -iw,t ,+iw,t 

G+(w;) + ~ G-bit,) ’ (37) 

where the integration path leads along the upper edge of R. It is readily 
verified that the integral also satisfies eq. (34). Thus A,(t) is split into a 
term which decays within a time r-1, and an oscillating term with frequen- 

cy Wc 

6. Elastically bound electron in an electromagnetic field. Throughout the 
paper we will consider as an illustrative example the system of an electron 
in interaction with the electromagnetic field. For this system one finds an 
explicit expression for the strength function, so that A(t), A,(t), etc. can be 
calculated exactly. This affords the advantage that the distinction between the 
transient and relaxation effects appears clearly. Moreover, the exact results 
are illummating in the discussion of the Langevin equation (cf. sect. 12). 

If one takes into account only electric dipole waves the Hamiltonian of 
the system can be written as (cf. van Kampeni4) 0 8 ff) 

H= P’ c fnqn + 

+ & (2 f&J2 + & X (I’: + dq:). (38) 

Here R and P’ denote the position and its canonically conjugate momentum 
of the electron, Me the mass of the electron, pit and q% are the expansion 
coefficients of the field strength E and vector potential A of the transverse 
electromagnetic field. If the system is enclosed in a sphere with radius L 

and the velocity of light is taken equal to unity, - 
A(7) = 5 : $lm 

sin wlzl 

n=l 
7 ) (39) 

E(7) = --s E 
3 . 
--pm s1n;n7 , (40) 

n=l 
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where mUR = m/L and S means “transverse part of it”. The longitudinal 
field is incorporated in V(R). Further fn is given by 

fn = 2/4/3L Jp(r) 47~7 sin WRY dr, (41) 

where p(r) gives the density of charge of the electron. 
To ensure that this dipole approximation is a good description p(r) must 

fall off very rapidly. On the right hand side of eq. (38) the fourth term 
corresponds to A 2. We disregard this term, supposing the field is small. 
Further we choose 

V(R) = &&,Q;R? (42) 

By means of the canonical transformation 

P’ = -M$+,Q, R = M,“.Qn,‘P, 

eq. (38) is reduced to 

(44 

H = 8P2 + W;Q2 + E wnQ + 22 HP; + 4$$,> (44 
n n 

with 
Ed = f,&,M,*. (45) 

The Hamiltonian (44) can be split in three similar parts, each referring to 
one direction in space. Therefore it is no essential restriction to consider 
the variables in eq. (44) as scalars. 

The detailed structure of p(r) will not be important for the physical 
properties we discussed in the previous sections. Thus the choice ,of p(r) 

may be rather arbitrary. For convenience we choose 

ea3 K&w) 
P(Y) = 2n2 -----g- 8 (46) 

where e is the charge of the electron. Kr(a~) is the modified Hankel function 
and has the properties 

Kr(ar) N (cv)-1 for 0 < err < 1, 
and (47) 

& (my) =exp(--ctr) for &cr > I. 

For large a p(r) falls off rapidly, which has to be required. Substituting 
eq. (46) into eq. (41) one finds with eq. (45) 

Ed = 2e&(3MoL)-* aon(a2 + of)-*. 

Applying eq. (24) one obtains for the strength function 

(48) 

(4% 
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where 
1 2es 

-= 
KO 3Mo 

(50) 

is the Thomson radius of the electron. Clearly y(m) satisfies the Holder 
condition and is almost constant for w < a. To ensure that p(r) is a narrow 
peaked function we assume 

a>Qo. (51) 

To avoid self-accelerating solutions we had the condition (25), which now 
reduces to 

a <KO. (52) 

Physically this means that the electron must have a sufficiently large ex- 
tension. 

Now G+(z), G-( ) z and A(t) can be calculated by means of the eqs. (27) 
and (28), 

Q2 
G*(Z) = z - Qi + 2- a2(a T id)-1, 

KO 

azL# 
A(i) = ~ 

(a - 2r) exp -(a - 2r)t 
- 

KO {Q2 + (a - F)2}{Q2 + (a - 3r)2} + 

+ 
exp -lJ (Sz + ir) exp ii& 

4J2r i {Q + i(a - r)){Q - i(a - 3r)} + compl* conj’ II 
Here Q and r are determined by the equation 

G+((fQ - ir)s) = 0. 

From this follows the relation 

Q: r=.---- 
a2 

2~~ (a- 2r)2 + 52: * 

(53) 

(54) 

t > 0. 

(55) 

(56) 

Consistent with the conditions (51) and (52) we may assume r < a, so that 

ii& a2 
r=-- 

n Y(Q0) 

2~0 a2 + L$ 
=- 

4 T’ (57) 

This agrees with eq. (31). Taking into account (51) we can neglect 90 
compared to a, 

(58) 

which represents the familiar expression for the radiation damping constant. 
In this approximation the damping factor r is independent of the detailed 
structure of the electron. Neglecting second and higher order terms inIQo/a 
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yields 

which states that only if CL < IQ one can replace Q by 520. 
Now A(t) can be written as (t > 0) 

A(t) = - A!!& e-Cd + s {(D + ir) exp iSt + compl. conj.}. (60) 

In this case two time scales appear (cf. eq. (33)) 
1. transient time 7t = cz-l 

and 
2. relaxation time 7r = F--l. 
Eqs. (51) and (52) guarantee that Tt < T,., because 

Tt/Tr = s232CrKO < i$/2Ct2 < 1. (61) 

Clearly for t > 7t A(t) satisfies eq. (34). Expressed in the original variables 
of the electron the resulting eq. (36) becomes 

<i;l> + 2r <PI> + 52; <P’> = 0, t > 7t. (62) 

Obviously, we had to derive here an equation for P’ instead of one for R 

because in the original Hamiltonian (38) P’ and not R is coupled with the 
qn’s. 

7. Correlation time. The transient time can be understood as the conse- 
quence of the correlation time of the interaction. Consider the system 
described by the unperturbed Hamiltonian 

Ho = BP2 + .la2Q2) + Z HP; 

and an interaction term 

Hi = X EaqnQ. 

The unperturbed Hamiltonian Ho leads to 

(63) 

(64) 

Q(t) = Q(0) cos SZt + - 
9 

sin St, 

PTm q?&(t) = qn(O) cos wnt + - sin cont. 
Qh 

We define the autocorrelation function of HI by 

(65) 

@(tl, tz) = <HI(h) Hl(tz)>, (66) 
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where < > denotes an average over the canonical ensemble of the small 
oscillators. In the classical case 

<&(O)> = w: C&O)) = KT. (67) 
@(ii, ts) becomes 

@@I, tz) = Q(h) Q(t2) kT z 5 ~0s a(& - h), 

78 

and in the limit of a dense spectrum 

@‘(tr, t2) = Q(h) Q(t2) AT [d 0 - cos 42 - tl). ‘2) 

0 

(69) 

Taking the strength function of the system of the elastically bound 
electron in an electromagnetic field (cf. last section) one finds 

@(tl, is) = 2Q(h) Q(b) kT(aJ'&fjKo) exp(--cr I& - hl). (70) 

The correlation time cc-1 of @(ti, ts) is a measure of the duration of an 
interaction, and can therefore be interpreted as a collision time. In the 
next paper we will discuss the Langevin equation. We will find there 
that the correlation time of the Langevin force, which must be a measure 
of the collision time just equals 76 (= a-1). 

In the quantummechanical case the correlation function is replaced by 
a correlation operator in the Hilbert space of the central oscillator 

@(tl, t2) = Q(ti) Q(t2) 1 dw !g E(m, T) cos 42 - h), (71) 

0 

where 
tic0 

E(w, T) = g coth p. 
2kT 

(72) 

In contrast to the classical case here the frequencies u with tim > kT have 
a higher weight than the lower ones. This causes an additional term 
exp( -22nkT/h. It2 - tll), which corresponds to a correlation time ti/kT. This 
correlation time also has to be small compared to the time in which the 
central oscillator tends to equilibrium, so that we must require 

tir < kT. (73) 

This will be clarified in the discussion of the Langevin equation (cf. sect. 11). 

If y(w) is not an analytic function then it is not sure that one finds a term 
exp(-2nkT/h* It2 - tlj). 0 ne must, however, expect that there exists a corre- 
lation time fi/kT, since the Fourier transform of @(ta - ti) varies over a 
region kT/h. Hence in the quantummechanical case the width of the reso- 
nance peak, M’, has to be small compared to the thermal energy kT. 
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8. Conventional treatment of the Langevin eqzlation. Many years ago U hlen- 

beck and Orns t einl) treated Brownian motion of the damped harmonic 
oscillator, starting with the Langevin equation 

ci + 2@ + Q;Q = F(t), (74) 
where the external force F(t) has to satisfy 

and 
F(t) = 0, (75) 

F(t) F(t + T) = 4FM-‘KT+). (76) 

The averaging is meant over an ensemble of identical, independent oscil- 
lators with the same frequency 52 and mass M. The coefficient 4rM-1kT 
follows from the argument that for t = 00 the kinetic energy equals &kT. 
By means of the eqs. (75) and (76) the mean kinetic energy is calculated 

pz e-2lY -ikMJ;Q,, f rPo 
-= 
2M 2M sz 

sinQt + Pocosi2t 2 + 

, (77) 

(PO and Qa are the initial values of the momentum and displacement of 
the oscillator). Sz and Szi are connected by the relation @ = Qs + P. 
Eq. (77) shows how the kinetic energy reaches its equilibrium value. In the 
following the Langevin equation for the central oscillator is derived starting 
from the Hamiltonian (1) and assuming that the bath of small oscillators 
is in thermal equilibrium at t = 0. We find an explicit expression for F(t) 
and will investigate under which conditions this F(t) yields the same ex- 
pression for the kinetic energy as the F(t) which satisfies the conditions 
(75) and (76). 

9. Derivation of the Langevin equation. In sect. 5 an equation was derived 
for the average of Q (cf. eq. (36)). Now we may write 

ii + 2rQ + Q;Q = F(t), (78) 
with 

(F(t)> = 0. 

Substituting the solution (7) for Q into eq. (78) one finds 

F(t) = (A + 2rA + A-2$4) PO + (;i’ + 2rA + sz?A) Q. + 

+ 5 {(A, + 2r& + wb~ MO) + (%. + 2r& + s;Adq,(O)}. (79) 

The terms on the right hand side of the first line vanish for t > 7t because 
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of eq. (34). Using the properties of A.(t), given by eq. (37) one gets for t > T$ 

Em 

F(t) = ; 2 G-(corn) 1 eimmt p; _ CO: + 2irWm) Qm(0) 
iPm(O) + - - 

mm ) 
+ compl. conj. . 

1 

Now we compare eq. (78) with the equation of motion which one 
immediately from the Hamiltonian (l), 

. . 
Q + s:Q = - IZ Ernqrn. 

derives 

Here 2 &mqm describes the forces exerted by the small oscillators. These 
forces are split up for t > 7t into a systematic part and a statistical part. 
The systematic part consists of the friction term -2FQ and a contri- 
bution to the elastic force, (Szf - Ini) Q. The latter causes a frequency shift 
due to the interaction. The remaining part is the stochastic term or the 
Langevin force, F(t). On the left hand side only macroscopic quantities 
appear, on the right hand side microscopic quantities. We have now arrived 
at a Langevin equation with an explicitly given Langevin force F(t). In the 
following sections we will verify the condition for which F(t) is consistent 
with the eqs. (75), (76) and (77). 

On the left hand side of eq. (78) appear only macroscopic quantities, 
namely the frequency and the damping constants. The autocorrelation 
function @ of the stochastic force is stationary for t > it so that the transient 
or collision effect is only representedin F. Mazur and Braun,ri) and Maga- 
lins kiirs), however, derived instead of eq. (78) integro-differential equations 
which obviously equal eq. (78) for t > -rt. They find an autocorrelation 
function which is stationary for all times so that the transient effect is 
hidden in the equation, Moreover, in their equations the microscopic and 
macroscopic quantities are not separated. 

10. Disczlssiolz of F(t). Both in classical and in quantum statistics by 
averaging over the canonical ensemble of the bath of small oscillators one has 

<F(t)> = 0, (81) 

in agreement with eq. (75). Furthermore, this averaging yields 

<pm(O) fin(O)> = w: <qm(O) qn(O)> = drn&(mrnt T), 
(84 

<pm(O) Q%(O) + qn(0) *m(O)> = 0. 

By means of these relations one finds for the autocorrelation function of F(t) 

@(T) = <F(t) F(t + T)> = 

E2 
= C e E(wm, T) 

{($ - ~0;)s + 4F’cu;) 
cos O&,.7, t >> Ttr 

m %n G+(diJ G-(dn) 
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which becomes in the limit of a dense spectrum 

Q(T) = J-y E(o, T) pz - 02j2 + 4r2w21 
G+(wz) G-(~2) 

cos COT dw, t >Tt. (83) 

0 

Owing to our restriction t > q Q(T) does not depend on the time t. The 
numerator {(Szf - 0~2)~ + 4P2ws} cancels against the same factor in G+(w~) * 

.G-(~2). If we assume that C+(CX) varies slowly for s < U.Q one can, as 
shown in app. A, replace G+(os) G_(ws) by ((52; - ~2)s + 4Psws) so that 

for t > Tt = C4I F1 @(T) is well described by 

@(T) = /mW-2+) a!+B, T) cos WT dw. (84) 
0 

In the classical case this reduces to 

@(T) = kl./?K2y(o) COS 07 dw. (85) 

Because of the properties of y(m), given in sect. 5 the integrand differs 
materially from zero for T < Tt, so that @(T) has a width Tt. If y(w) iS a 
rational function of cu2 like the example of sect. 6, @(T) is a sum of ex- 

ponentials of which the decay times are small compared to P-1. 
In the quantummechanical case E(w, T) has also poles and yields the 

additional terms 

exp ( - J ?!!L ITI 

> 
(I = 1, 2, . ..). 

Thus one has to expect the correlation times Tt and hl2nkTl. If we compare 
this fact with the condition (76), which says that the correlation 
zero, we expect the conditions 

r<T;l, W<kT 

must be fulfilled to get the same results as in the conventional 
Brownian motion. 

times are 

theory of 

11. Brownian motion. Now the procedure is reversed and we 

Langevin equation found above. We assume that the Langevin 
solve the 
force F(t) 

fulfils the conditions (81) and (83). Especially we are interested in the 
time behaviour of the mean kinetic energy. In fact we know this already, 
because Q <Ps(t)> can be calculated easily by means of the eqs. (8) and (9). 
Solving eq. (74) one finds 

e-2lV 

* <p2> = - m;“Qo + rpo - 
2 9 

sinOt+PacosQnt 
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t t 

+1 a522 J’ s d5 d5’ <F(5) F(F)> x 
0 0 

X [(Q + iP) exp{i(D + iP) (t - 5)) + compl. conj .] - 

. [(a + iP) exp{i(Q + iP)(t - 6’)) + compl. conj.]. (37) 

This expression has also in the quantummechanical case a meaning, but 
then ‘one averages both over the bath of small oscillators and the state of 
the central oscillator. In that case Qo and PO are operators and the first 

line of eq. (87) must be averaged over the initial state of the central oscil- 
lator. If we substitute in eq. (87) <F(E) F([‘)> = 4PM--rkT6(t - E’) one gets 

again eq. (77). We will now substitute eq. (83). Since eq. (83) is only valid 
for t > Tt, the resulting expression for <P2> has only too a meaning for 
t > 78. For the second line of eq. (87) one gets 

+m 
1 

-.- 
16522 s 

9 E(co, T) 
{(Lq - coy + 4P%9} x 

G+(w~) G-(~9) 

[ 

j (9 + ir)2 e-2rt e2tRt 
x - 1 (~ + ir)2 _ ~2 (ert e-i(R-o)t - 1) - 

* (ert e+tR+w)t - 1) + compl. conj. + 1 

Qf 
J 

+ (s2 _ ~)2 + r2 e-zrt (@ e-a(Q-@)t - I)(@ &W-m)t - 1) + 

+ (i-2 + co)2 + r2 e-2rt (ert e-i(Q+w)t - I)(@ &W+@)t - 1) 
1 

do, (88) 
-I 

where y(c0) is defined for w < 0 by 

Y(W) = Y(-eJ)e 

As in eq. (83), the factor ((9: - ~9)s + 4Psos) cancels 
proximation against G+(c$) G-(~02). The remaining 

(89) 
in the present ap- 
resonance factors 

(9 & iP)s + 0~2 and (LJ f w)s + J’s yield terms proportional to exp(-2Pt). 
In addition to these terms one gets terms due to the factor c&y(~o), which, 
however, can be discarded for times large compared to it. Calculating the 
expression (88) in the classical case, E(w, T) = kT, for t > ~6 one finds 

&{<Pz> - <P>2) = $- (1 - e-2rt (1 - (P/Q) sin Qt)}, PO) 

which agrees with eq. (77) up to first order in P/G. 
Summarizing we conclude that in the classical case the motion of the 

central oscillator is correctly described by the eqs. (74), (75) and (76) if 
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1. the strength function y(m) varies slowly in the region o N Q, 
2. the oscillation time of the central oscillator and its transient time are 

small compared to its relaxation time 

(91) 

3. times are considered for which 

t > 7t. (92) 

In the quantummechanical case the factor E(w, T) contributes to the 
integral (88) in two ways. The poles of the resonance denominators yield 
instead of kT the factors E(J2 & ir, T). Because of the condition (91) one 
can approximate these factors by E (9, T), neglecting second order terms in 
F/Q. Moreover, one gets terms due to the poles of E(co, T). As already 
mentioned these generate the factors exp{- (2zkT/R) It] (I = 1,2, . . .) which 
correspond to transient times Pi/ZkT. If the central oscillator again behaves 
as a Brownian particle these transient times must be small compared to 
the relaxation time Pr of the oscillator. The time for which the particle 
is considered must be large compared to these quantumstatistical transient 
times. Thus in the quantummechanical case (ti.n > RT) one gets the ad- 
ditional conditions 

4. tir < kT, (93) 

5. t > B/kT. (94) 

The existence of such a quantumstatistical transient time #i/kT has already 
been expected by MacDonaldr6). It agrees also with the result obtained 
by Mazur and Braunrl). 

The conditions (91) and (93) are consistent, for 

W<kT <K?, (95) 

which shows that Brownian motion of a quantummechanical particle may 
occur. 

We want to stress here that the conditions (92) and (94) are very funda- 
mental. The last one does not depend on the strength function. 

In the theory of Uhlenbeck and Ornsteinr) one chooses for the auto- 
correlation function G(t) a sharply peaked function. This implies that the 
transient time has to be small compared to the time of variation of the 
functions which describe the motion of the particle as exp(-n) and 
exp(fiQt). In that case we might expect the condition fiQ < kT so that 
Brownian motion in the quantummechanical case is not possible. In the 
previous derivations we concluded that only the condition (93) must be 
satisfied and that consequently Brownian motion of a quantummechanical 
particle does exist. 
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12. The autocorrelation function for the electron in an electromagnetic field. 

In this case we have the explicit expression (49) for the strength function. 

This yields for the autocorrelation function of F(t) 

@dd = g j do (a _ 2;J2 + ~2 E(w, T) e”mt, t > a-1, (96) 
-m 

which reduces in the classical case to 

@V(T) = kT K,(Izfl, eWl-(~ - 2r) IdI. (97) 

Inserting this equation into eq. (87) one finds besides terms with a factor 

exp[--2r ItI] also terms with a factor exp[-((a - F) ItI]. Because of the 
assumption r < CL the last ones can be neglected for t > a-1. The remaining 

term appears to be equal to eq. (77) which, of course, was to be expected. 
Clearly a-1 corresponds to it. 

Taking in eq. (97) the limit for oz going to infinity one gets the familiar 

expression 
@F(T) = drkTd(T). (98) 

This transition to the limit is nothing else than choosing the electron as a 
point charge which in the present system is forbidden by eq. (52). 

In the quantummechanical case the considerations are the same as in 
sect. 10 and one finds the same additional conditions. 

13. Time behaviour of an electron with renorvnalized mass. In sect. 6 we 

treated the system of an electron in interaction with the electromagnetic 
field. The contribution of the longitudinal field was incorporated in V(R). 
In contrast to the assumptions made in sect. 6 now we treat the electron 
as a point charge and do not discard the square of the vector potential. 
Moreover, it will be more satisfactory that the experimental mass appears 
in the Hamiltonian, instead of the mechanical mass. To get such a Hamil- 
tonian we follow the method of van Kampenrd). By means of the ca- 
nonical transformation 

with 

P = P', R = R' + TX (Mw:)-~ f&, 

Pn = Piit Qn = n;%+ (MW~)-l P', 

Jff = MO + c q?fi$ 
n 

(99) 

(100) 

the Hamiltonian (38) is transformed to 

H = (2M)-1 P'2 + V{R' + C fn(Mm;)-lpA} + 

+ (244)-l (C fn!lii)2 + 4 2I (Pii2 + “t4ii2). (101) 
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Here a part of the transformed electromagnetic field is included in the 
potential energy V so that we can speak about a dressed electron with a 
renormalized mass M. 

Obviously, we must interpret the first two terms in eq. (101) as the 
energy Ei of the dressed electron. This reads in original coordinates 

El = (2M)-1 P2 + V(R), (102) 

which means that in fact in the energy of the electron the mechanical mass 
is replaced by the experimental mass. In the next section we will show 
that this interpretation leads to the right results. The last two terms in 
eq. (101) can be transformed to principal axes by means of the orthogonal 
transformation 

q; = x x,,#q;J, p;I. = x x,,*p;c (103) 
Here 

X 2 ? onk,e COS'tjn' 

nn' = K_jIZ/Z&(k;, - co;) 
(104 

where the k, are the roots of the characteristic equation (in the case of a 
point-electron) 

tan Lk = k/K, ~-1 = 2e2/3M, (105) 

and qn and L, are given by 

Lkn = qn + WC, 0 < vn < ~12, 

L, = L - Km1 COS2 Tn. 

After this transformation the Hamiltonian becomes 

(106) 

H = (2M)-1 P’2 + V{R’ + (e/M) x 1/(4/3Ln) kil cos qnpi} + 

+ 8 C (pii2 + k:d2). (107) 

We note that the total energy simply is the sum of the energies of the 
dressed electron and the eigenmodes of the transformed electromagnetic 
field. 

The structure of the electron enters into the Hamiltonian by the charac- 
teristic equation for k,. One verifies that eq. (105) has two imaginary roots 
of the order fiK, which are due to the choice of a point-electron. As may 
be expected the physical phenomena we are interested in are not signifi- 
cantly influenced by the choice of the charge distribution. Therefore we 
may discard these solutions which correspond to unphysical states. Other- 
wise one can eliminate their influence by a proper choice of initial conditions. 

Now again we take for the potential energy V(R) = +MQiRz. We apply 
the canonical transformation 

p’= P”M+, R’= QM-*, p; r &qz, q; = -_K,'pz. (108) 
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Now the Hamiltonian becomes (as in sect. 6 the vectors can be replaced by 
scalars without any essential restriction) 

H= -‘,“” i- G; Q2 + (eO!M-*) x .\/4/3Ln cos qnq;Q + 

(109) 

To get eq. (109) in the familiar form of eq. (1) we have to transform the 
last two terms to principal axes. This can be done by the canonical transfor- 

mation 
qc = c Ynn,q$ pr = x YnnlPZ. (110) 

Here 

Y 
2 cos qn 

nn’ = En’ ___ 
KLn c&?-k;’ (111) 

where WA are the roots of the secular equation (taking L large) 

and &n is given by 

tan Lo’ = 
co’2 + i2; 

O.l’K ’ 
(112) 

2KWb2 t 

-q(w? + G)” + ,A2K2} - ,(,A2 - ii)‘) ’ 
(113) 

Calculation of the strength function yields (cf. eq. (24)) 

2Kf4 co2 
Y(O) = - 

5-c (W2 + a;)” + W2K2 ’ 

For the damping constant we get with eq. (31) 

r = _fL 9 = 2(4;;l K2) , 
4 0 

If we suppose Qe < K (for visible light QO/K N 137-s) we obtain 

(114 

(115) 

(116) 

which is the well known expression for the radiation damping constant. 
This is the same expression as eq. (58), but with the mechanical mass 
replaced by the experimental mass. 

With the transition to the continuous spectrum we dropped automatic- 
ally the unphysical frequencies &iK. This is the reason why the condition 
(25) is fulfilled 

SW-sy(w) do = K&$(K2 + 4@)-* < 9;. (117) 
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Inserting the expression (114) into the eqs. (27) and (28) one finds 

G*(z) = (z - .n;) (2” + 220; + a; + fC2z - K(K2 + 49;)~* @> & iKii$,d, 

(z + i&$2 + K2z 

( 1 1 8) 

Qo 4 A(i) = __ ( > K 

e-d + +-e-Tt [ .:Ttir + e-tR,t 

Qo - ir 1 + 
+ 2 +J ( > 4 e-2waw)~ (119) 

In eq. (119) we have approximated to first order in i&)/K the coefficient of 
the second term. Nevertheless we have written down the first and third 

term, which are of the fourth order in f&)/K, to accentuate that there exist 
two extra time dependent terms. The first term is the transient term which 

we already met in the sects. 5 and 6. The last term represents a new effect. 
Compared to the second term it is damped very slowly. This originates from 
the fact that w-~~(cu) is not a flat function for cu < K. In 

A(t)2 - a, 4e-Kt+ 
K H > K 

Kg0 
2i  e-rt 

@?,t 

+- 

e-iR,t 1 
(Q. + 9)2 - (Q. _ p)2 1 - e-(eRo4t’xa)j (120) 

the oscillating term is also the most important. If we here neglect first 
order terms in L?o/K the third term with the relaxation time K3/2&?$ can yet 
be discarded. In the expression for A(t) however the long time term is for 

all times the most important one and therefore cannot be neglected. Hence 
expressions, which contain A(t) do not exhibit the usual behaviour in time; 

an example is the fluctuation of Qs in the classical case. Straightforward 
calculation yields (A(t) = -,Z X:,S;~ cos s,t) 

dQ2 = kT(& - AZ(t) - ~94. 
1 

(121) 

One verifies here that then the coefficient of the relaxation term exp(-J’t) 

is two orders higher in i&)/K than that of the long time term eXp(-2i&/K3). 

In such cases one must investigate which quantity is of real physical interest. 
An example will be given in the next section. 

Differentiation of A(t) will not afford difficulties because then the long 
time term will become three orders higher in i&)/K. We remark that owing 
to the special properties of y(w) LJ; is not equal to !3 + P as in the general 
theory. To second order in i&)/K we have 

Q; EL?; - s Y(W) - 
03 

dw=2-$=8P. (122) 

0 
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Evidently we had this to take into account in the discussion of the time 
behaviour of AQ2. 

14. Lange&n equatiolz of the dressed electron. In sect. 11 we have shown 
that the energy of the central oscillator, given by *(P’s + m:Qs) tends to 
its equilibrium value within its relaxation time (2r)-1. Because of the 
properties of o-sy(cu) for small co we concluded that in the present system 
AQ2 tends to equilibrium in a much longer time, namely G/94. Thus the 

energy i(P”s + GiQs) will not exhibit the right behaviour in time. At the 
beginning of this chapter we explained already that one has to take as 
energy of the electron 

(2&f)-1 P2 + +MiS’;R? (123) 

Therefore we will calculate the time evolution of P and R as function of the 
initial coordinates P(O), R(O), @z(O) and q:(O). Carrying out the transfor- 
mations (99), (loo), (103), (108) and (110) one finds 

P(t) = MAR(O) + AP(0) + 

+ M* 11; {(A’. - e,S,2A’) q;(O) + A&“(O)}, 
12 

(124) . . . 
R(t) = -~‘22,~[AR(0) + A’M-lP(0) + 

. . . . . . 
+ M--*x {(A. - E&?;~A) q;(O) + A’,@;(O)}]. 

?% 

Now we choose the transformed electromagnetic field, described by the 
oscillators with frequencies UC in a canonical ensemble with temperature T. 

The ensemble average yields 

<P(t)> = MAR(O) + /iP(O), 
. . . 

<R(t)> = -ii’n,‘{AR(O) + A’M-lP(O)}. 
(125) 

so that again 

<i;(t)> + 2r<P(t).> + 8’2 <P(t)> = 0. 

Here IR’s = Si + P. An analogous equation holds for R(t). 

In a similar way as in sect. 9 the Langevin equation is derived 

P’(t) + 2@(t) + l2’2P(t) = F(t)*), 

(126) 

(127) 

*) Here we have to remember the remark at the end of sect. 6. 
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where 

P(i) = M [ (2’ + 2Ki + L?W) R(O) + (A’ + 2rA + Q’vi) qg] + 

i eiw”‘t (Q’2 - d2 + 2=4 

G-(&,2) 
a,,,,(o) _ i P:(o) 
R 

+ 

0; > 

+ compl. conj. 
I 

. (128) 

As in the last section we neglect second and higher order terms in J&/K. 
Then for t > K -1 the first term in eq. (128) vanishes. Now obviously, 

(P(i)> = 0, t > /c-i. (129) 

For the autocorrelation function of P(t) one obtains in the limit of a con- 
tinuous spectrum (L --f 00) 

@$(T) = <P(t) qt + T)> = 

= M s Y(U) ‘(Q’2 - e’2)2 + 4r2w2’ E(o, T) cos OT dm. 
G+s) G+(os) 

(130) 

0 

Substituting for y(o) the expression (114) one finds in the classical case 
(E(w, T) = kT)> omitting again higher order terms in i&)/K, 

@Z(T) = kTliU$ emKiT’, t > K-l. 

In the limit of K --+ co one gets 

lim @S(T) = dkfi@%Td(~). 
K-PC0 

Now following the same reasoning as given in sect. 11 
eq. (127) with the restrictions 

<P(T)> = 0, (P(t) P(t + T)> = 4Ms2,2rE(s21), 

(131) 

(132) 

we conclude that 

T) d(T), (133) 

gives a good description of the motion of the dressed electron if 
1. times are considered for which t > Tt = K-l, 

2. second and higher order terms in i&)/K are neglected. 
In the quantummechanical case we have the additional conditions that 
3. the temperature satisfies 

Fir < kT, 

4. and times are considered for which 
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Applying these conditions one finds for the energy of the dressed electron, 
defined by eq. (102) 

El(t) = & p(t)>2 + igkfi2; <R(t))2 + E(Q0, T)(l - e-2rt). (134) 
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APPENDIX 

A. Calculation of A(t). In sect. 5 we found, assuming that the spectrum 
of the bath of oscillators is dense and the strength function y(w) satisfies 
the Holder condition, that A(t) can be written as (cf. eq. (29)) 

y(s) cos st ds 
. (A.l) 

2 - 3-i dw)z + nss-sys(s)/4 

The denominator reminds us of the known Lorentz form. This resemblance 
is exact if s-27(s) is constant. This is, however, in contradiction with the 
condition (25), which states that s-sy(s) tends to zero for large s. We 
discussed already in sect. 5 that from a physical point of view we must 
expect that s-27(s) varies slowly in the neighbourhood of u) N Qa over the 
width 2I’ of the resonance peak, or 

and, since F = (n/4) Qi2y(Qo), 

(A.21 

If this condition is fulfilled the main contribution to-the integral comes from 
the region w N 00 and a good approximation is given by 

44 = $ s,, J2;;;2s;d;r2s2 ) 

0 

(A-3) 

(A.4) 

with 

9; = ii’; - ho-2y(o) do. 
0 
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From (A.3) immediately follows 

A’ + 2rA + @A = 0. (A-5) 

Now we must consider the influence of disregarding the tail of s+(s). Let 
us write for A(t) 

/i(t) = ip 
s2(s-27(s)) cos st ds 

Co 
0” (9 - .n; + s”P,J dy( cu )( ~02 - 9)-i do)2 + 4ss(ns-9~(~)/4)2 

(A.6) 

Because, we have to do with a cosine-transform s-sy(s) will generate time 
dependent terms if it is not constant. These terms will die out in a time 
which is of the order of the reciprocal length of the interval of s along 
which s-sy(s) does not vary much. This has been illustrated in sect. 6 for a 
physical model with a specific strength function. Thus it is clear that 
if s-‘+(s) is almost constant over a long range of s, e.g. for s < 01 with 
01 > Q, A(t) will be described well by (A.3) for t > l/q because then the 
contribution of the integrand from the region s > 01 is cancelled by the 
oscillations of cos st. 

One can verify that the principal value, 

P jb~(~)(d 1 9)-l do, 
0 

for s < 01 is of an order c with ICI < 2/n x ~/WI. Since the relaxation 
time r-1 has to be much larger than the transient time ~8 = w;’ we get 
ICI < 1, so that 

s2P j%-2y(w)(co2 - +‘)-I dcc, 
0 

can be disregarded with respect to s 2. This is expected because the integral 
represents a Hilbert transform of an almost constant function. In sect. 13 
we treat the system of a harmonically bound electron in interaction with 
the electromagnetic field. The corresponding strength function is almost 
constant over the resonance peak, but it varies strongly in the region s M 0. 
Thus we find there besides the transient and relaxation effect a time de- 
pendent term with a very large decay time ~1. This implies that then a good 
description is expected only for 

76 < t < 71. (A.7) 

Remark. To compare r with J2a we consider the condition 
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Using the fact that ~sy(m) is almost constant in the interval (0, LC)~) one 
gets the unequality 

and with eq. (31) 

n r --. =< 1. 
4 Qo no 

(A.lO) 

Hence, we see immediately, that because of the property ~01 > QO the con- 
dition 

T<QO (A.1 1) 

must be fulfilled, which physically means that the width of the resonance 
peak is much smaller than the frequency of resonance. 

B. Calczllatiolz of A,$). From the definitions (9) for A(t) and An(l) 

follows the equation 

A’, + o$4, = --E&l. (A. 12) 

This equation can be solved with the initial conditions An(O) = 0, A n(O) = 0. 
On the other hand the method used in the last section can also be applied. 

One writes 

cos 42 
G(z)(z - co;) dz 

c 

(A. 13) 

where the contour C again encircles R +. The pole z = 0: is cancelled by a 

pole of G(z) (cf. eq. (17)) so that eq. (A.13) is the correct expression for 

A n(t). We apply again the same approximation as in the last section and 
consider A n(t) in the limit of a dense spectrum. The poles of G-r(z) disappear 

and a cut arises. Then the pole z = CD, 2 does contribute. Choosing the 

contour along the cut R+ one gets 

+ ?- cos ant 
2 

(A.14) 

Now s = 2/z is chosen as a new variable. With the definition (89) the 
integrand in the first term of the right hand side of eq. (A. 14) is an even 
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function of s. Consequently we write 

A,(t) = 2 
--on 

(A. 15) 

A more convenient expression is obtained by shifting the path of ink 
gration into the upper half plane. One obtains 

+m+ 

A,(t) = 2 s 1 1 ~ _ ~ 
G-+2) G+(s2) > 

s ds + 

--+ 

(A.16) 

where -oo+ and +co+ mean that the integration path leads along the 
upper edge of R. The integral now satisfies eq. (A.5) and decays with the 
relaxation time r-1. Thus A %(t) is split up into a decaying and an oscillating 
term. 
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